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IU3: Comments by Slavo Radosevic 
 
Work Package 6: 
D6.1 Literature Review and Data Collection, 
 
Commitment 24/25: Improve the use of structural funds for research and 
innovation 

 Excellent review of literature but nothing much else 
 

 It needs logic model and how this area feeds in the EU growth agenda 
 

 EU Structural Funds: ‘elephant in the room’ EUR120bn of which 30-40% 
for R&DI and ICT (H2020 EUR80bn)> this will increase RD expenditures 
in all LDRs and countries. Where is it in the NEMESIS and the project?  

 
 
Commitment 26: Launch a social innovation pilot; promote social innovation 
in European Social Fund 
 

 The concept of social innovation remains ill-defined!!  
 

 The state: an important actor that structure scale and scope of social 
innovation. However, the issue has been ignored in C26 and C27?? 

 
 Social Innovation is very close to the notion of ‘experimentalist 

governance’, but this has been overlooked in the literature survey. See 
Experimentalist Governance in the European Union. Towards a New 
Architecture. Edited by Charles F. Sabel and Jonathan Zeitlin, OUP, 2010 
and their notion of the EU and the mode of directly-deliberative polyarchy 
(DDP) governance.   

 
 There is no logic model and nothing on indicators 

 
Commitment 27: Support a research programme on public sector and social 
innovation; pilot a European Public Sector Innovation Scoreboard 
 

 It shows that Social Innovation is difficult (impossible) to operationalize 
concept > for this project it should be narrowed down to only a few of the 
following listed components:  
- The development of new products, services and programmes;  
- Social entrepreneurship and the activity of social enterprises;  
- A reconfiguration of social relations and power structures;  
- Workplace innovation;  
- New models of local economic development;  
- Societal transformation and system change;  
- Non-profit management; and  
- Enterprise-led sustainable development 
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 Also, experimentalist governance ignored in the context of public 
innovation.  

 
 In the chapter on public innovation, there is nothing on theories of public 

administration or at least on public administration styles and how they 
affect public innovation. Literature on public administration in the EU 
context has been ignored and not linked to the public innovation (see 
recent paper by Kattel and Karo) 

 
 There is no logic model, and it seems that indicators will be reduced on 

public sector scoreboard, which may be good though somewhat 
opportunistic solution. 

 
 Also, the state: an important actor that structure scale and scope of Social 

Innovation has been ignored. How two notions – public innovation and 
social innovation – are related? 

 
Commitment 28: Consult social partners on interaction between the 
knowledge economy and the labour market 
 

 Analysis and literature review are very limited in scope though the issue 
(commitment) is also quite poorly structured. 

 
 From theoretical and conceptual perspective this commitment is de facto 

about social conditions of innovative enterprise (Lazonick theory). This 
could add value to case study: Innovation is social process and innovative 
behaviour of enterprise > The ability and willingness to employ patient 
capital to develop capabilities depend on the location of power and 
control over the firm, including the aims of those in control > corporate 
governance > the extent of shareholder engagement and employee 
inclusion + industrial expertise of those in control, and providing finance 

 
 Within this broader view of the innovative firm the focus on the 

workplace, innovation is located within the wider context > workplace 
innovation is the outcome of the social conditions of innovative 
enterprise, not an independent variable. This shows the limits of this 
Commitment, which is focused on the outcome factor, much less on 
determining factors. 

 
  There is no logic model and nothing on indicators 

 
Workpackage 7 
D7.1 Literature Review and Data Collection,  
 
 
Commitment 29. Pooling internal EU resources and efforts through European 
Innovation Partnerships 
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 Extensive and informative discussion on the notion, rationale and 
taxonomies of innovation partnerships and the empirical studies 

 
 However, there seems to be a qualitative difference between innovation 

partnerships in literature and the EU IPs, which are not focused on single 
innovations but are of a much broader focus and are based on the range 
of complementary innovations and partnerships with the aim to act as the 
‘agents of change’ in the respective areas. This difference and difficulty 
should be made clear as the EIPs are not exactly the cases that we can find 
in the literature. (cf. ‘their key success indicator should be their capacity 
to drive large scale change rather than the number of adopted actions 
or the intensity of their activity’). They are largely about collective action 
in the particular sector and not about individual innovation results. 

 
 A challenge, which is typical not only for this Commitment but also for 

many others: How to do impact assessment when commitments do not 
have an impact or output indicators in their programs? This will require 
imagination but the price will be the relevance of indicators. 

 
 This and other commitments show significant common challenge for the 

project: a time dimension of commitments and timing of their effects 
(outputs, impact) is a serious issue.  Their impact will be largely beyond 
2020. 

 
 There is no logic model and no concrete proposal how to go about 

indicators though the issue is well spelled out. 
 
 
Commitment 30. Retaining and Attracting International Talent 
 

 This commitment demonstrates well the following challenge: how to 
evaluate the impact of commitments that are poorly designed or 
represent poorly selected policy issue. In this case, policy objectives are 
the outcome of a broader range of policies that are not addressed by the 
Commitment. 

 
 Analysis of this commitment is quite incomplete, both regarding proposal 

how to resolve these deficiencies and in term of the missing the logic 
model and indicators. 

 
Commitment 31. Scientific cooperation with third countries 
 

 The economic rationale behind commitment is too much EU centred: ‘we 
give you access to 500m consumers, and you give us access to your S&T’ 
and should be grounded in the global political economy (cf. S&T as the 
least globalized dimension). 

 
 A fair literature review, which shows the importance of international R&D 

spillovers which are not given enough importance in the NEMESIS model 
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 Indicators of internationalization are skewed only towards R&D, nothing 

in downstream areas (innovation alliances, trade, subcontracting, GVC, 
FDI) 

 
 The impact of Commitment is well structured. However, it is based on 

heroic assumptions about the link between the impact channels and their 
impacts. This is an endemic problem in the project and not unique to this 
Commitment. 

 
Commitment 32.: Towards Global Research Infrastructure 
 

 The most comprehensively and thoroughly analysed Commitment within 
WP6 and 7, which should be used as the model for those that are still 
missing all components of the analysis. 

 
 There is nothing when the proposed indicators will be available and if 

they are at all available? 
 

 The implications of three theoretical perspectives on the design of the 
case study have not been discussed. How should they affect evaluation 
and indicators? 

 
 The impact of commitment is well structured. However, it is based on 

heroic assumptions about the link between the impact channels and their 
impacts. This is an endemic problem in the project and not unique to this 
Commitment. 

 
 
Common issues 
 

 NEMESIS is all about RD based growth model or  STI-mode and ignores 
DUI innovation mode. It also, ignores embodied technical change and 
innovation in the use of machinery and equipment? However, based on 
experience with composite indicators that may not change much 
regarding the ordering of countries but maybe can change results 
regarding dynamics and growth effects? 
 

 NEMES is based on the logic of the CDM model which is much less 
relevant for the EU economies that operate behind technology frontier. It 
ignores distinction production capability and technology capability.  
Management practices are a subset of production capability (DUI mode).  
The relevance of Production Capability: Management practices (i.e., and 
overall production capability) need to be improved before new processes 
can yield substantial productivity gains (EBRD TR2014).   
 

 A potentially the weakest link in NEMESIS model: international R&D 
spillovers as it ignores RD embodied in imported inputs and equipment.  
Patent citations may be far too weak or skewed indicator for assessing RD 
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spillovers. Guellec and Van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie (2004) are the 
only paper that incorporates private, public and foreign RD spillovers in 
estimates of the return to RD. They show that there are quite high 
returns to foreign R&D and very low returns to private R&D, 
compared to public R&D. Their results cast doubt on the dominant view 
that the returns to R&D apply only to privately financed R&D and 
contradict the literature suggesting that public research affects growth 
largely through its effect on private research. This suggests that ‘other 
countries’ R&D matters more than domestic R&D, provided that the country 
has the capacity to absorb technology from abroad’. (Guellec and Van 
Pottelsberghe de la Potterie, 2004 1)   

 
 

 Each commitment analysis has not been yet developed to the desirable 
level: the logic model (inputs, activities, throughputs/outputs and the 
outcomes) 
 

 In-depth analysis of individual IU, commitments are unique chance to 
analyse some policy objectives critically. Hence, equally important but 
ignored value added of the I3U is in redesigning and reordering current 
EU policy priorities. Finally, this is the first attempt to model innovation 
system which gives you enough credibility to critically assess the EU 
innovation policies.  

 
 
 

                                                        
1 Guellec, Domininque and van Pottelsberge de la Potterie, Bruno (2004), “From 
R&D to Productivity Growth: Do the Institutional Settings and the Source of 
Funds of R&D Matter?” Oxford Bulletin of Economics and Statistics (July 2004), 
pp. 353-378 


